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SENEGAL IS THE MECCA of African writing in French. Its first novelists
~ ~akary Diallo and Ousmane Soce Diop - still bear the strong
lmpnnt of the French assimilationist policy In Africa.

Bakary Diallo, born in 1892 at M'bala near Dorgana of Fulani
parentage, joined. the Colonial Army - the Tirailleurs Senegalais 
at the age of nineteen and fought as a copora1 in the battle of the
Marne in 1914, where he was twice wounded. A semi-literate before
his long stay in French anny hospitals, he managed to publish his
autobiographical novel, Force-Bonte, with the assistance of Lucie Cous
tuneer and Jean-Richard Bloch, in 1926. Diallo's basic creed being that
l'ame franfaise is the choicest product of this world, he generally l~uds

France, at the same time appealing to her to have a higher regard for
ber black children. But occasionally some doubts as to the value of
white civilisation creep into his mind and writing, as in the passage
chosen.

BY WAY OF CONTRAST, the contemporary writer Sembene Ousmane, though
also a war veteran, who fought in France and Italy in World War 11,
pulls no punches when dealing widl the colonial situation. Author of four
novels to date, of these Les bouts de bois de Dieu (1960), which has for
its subject the 1947-8 Senegalese railway workers' strike, is the most
outstanding. This former stevedore and trade union organiser has recently
turned to film-making and won a ,first prize a,t the Dakar Festival.

His short story "Chaiba" is taken from his collection Voltaigue,
published by Presence Africaine in 1962.

Voltaique (Presence Africaine, Paris, 1962)

SEMBENE OUSMANE Chaiba

A ~EAN BODY, a bony face, a fiat mouth set beuveen two deep
wnnkles, a bald and narrow forehead, greyish-black eyes which
looked malicious and cheerful at the same time, thick eye-lashes
an~ ~rows - he did. not have that swarthy complexion which
racIalIsts generally attrIbute to all North Africans - his skin was
rather of the discreet hue of the African earth, the colour the
ground takes on at dusk or dawn. He walked with a stoop starting
from the small of his back, which seemed to hurt him and what's
more, his torso, due to a deformation of the spine, lea~ed towards
the right, thus making the right arm longer than the other. He
wore a sash of red flannel around his waist, like all the experienced
dockers of the old school.

He was working as a hold stevedore in the port of Marseilles.
The first mornin~.I saw him coming to join our team to replace
a fellow-worker Injured the day before, my heart sank . . . This
half-man, I said to myself! And Chaiba was proud ... He had
that absurd kind of pride which prompts men humiliated in mind
or body to measure up constantly to something stronger than they
are.

He told me later that he had been working on the Marseilles
waterfront for nearly twenty-five years . . . Twenty-five years as
a docker ... and always in the hold. He became one of my gana

in fact my right-hand man. Throughout the long hours of u;~
loading, through days and weeks and months, he turned out to
be the best mate I had ever had with me. He had more experience
than. me. He. kn~w at a glance where to put a crate, on end,
Hatwlse, or sIdewIse. When we had to handle, to roll, or to lift
a load, the two of us, acting like a single person on the impulse
of the same unspoken thought, would silently find the one and
o?lr possible place for it, and in the twinkle of an eye it would be
~lttlng properly . . . (I don't know whether you've ever done the
Job of a stevedore, but you realise that there are people with
whom you're perfectly well matched, who have the same reflexes

V oltaique (presence Mricaine, Paris, 1962)

as you.) Chaiba was one of those ... We used to say jocularly
that we were married.

He was from the Aures area. He did not speak much about
his village. He had got his \vife and children to come over. He
loved France, his own version of it, and hated the bigwigs at
home, ~nd the settlers. Incide~tally, I never found out why. He
loved hIS snuff; when he took It, hIS eyes would sparkle under the
veil of his eye-lashes.

He talked all the time about the cinema. And on Sundays he
would take his family there in full force. He always went to
the same cinema, in Blackfriars' Lane. That was the only cinema
where they showed Arabic films . . . Then he returned home . . .
to his hotel room.

He slaved with .me. A rugged one at work, he was. He worked
double shifts to pay the hotel bill and to support the clan back
~ome. That day, we ha~ done two shifts ... a day and a night,
SIxteen hours of unloadIng, and we had finished at six o'clock
in the morning. I was returning from work with him and another
docker, a white man that one. When we had reached the Colbert
Post-Office, a squad of policemen on bicycles stopped us. After
c~ecking our identity papers, they took Chaiba away. They kept
hIm for three days ... Why? Afterwards there wasn't a single
week when he wasn't held for questioning. It was like a disease
eating away, getting. worse, gangrenating a person's body. Chaiba
grew morose, then fell silent. He no longer went to the cinema
with his family.

RECENTLY IN DUKAS I read in a newspaper that Chaiba had been
deported, that he was being prosecuted. Taken to a concentration
camp, he tried to escape with weapon in hand and was shot
dead.

The Algerian war was in its sixth year, I never kne\v how
he felt about it. He certainly had the right to hate the big chiefs
and the settlers. He was not an extremist, he had nothing of the
revolutionary. But he was born in Algeria. His skin was the colour
of the Mrican earth at sunset. He loved his wife and children..
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went to the cinema once a week to see a film in Arabic, he loved
his snuff ... All that did not make him a revolutionary.

But maybe he felt at the bottom of his heart that he could
only attain dignity and deserve the respect of his children at the
price of a certain way of life?

Chaiba was a friend. I'm proud to think that he was a friend,
with his skin the colour of dawn. .. a new African dawn. e
BAKARY DIALLO Savage~ all
\VE ARE BEFORE the German troops, on the Marne. It is four
o'clock in the morning. It looks as if the day is starting to break.
Here and there, everywhere, above all in the East, an uncertain
light is spreading. The shadows of the night concentrate on the
hills and coagulate into black plots in the gullies and at the foot
of the trees with their silent 'branches. The sky lights up over our
heads - a blueish eye which opens to see an evil work being

performed. Rifles, cannon, and other innocent implements that
kill their masters, no longer make much noise.

The sections receive their coffee and a substantial breakfast.
It has been prepared during the night. Man must eat to have the
strength to die.

A German soldier, lost bet\veen the lines, has been captured
with the coffee he was carrying, by a Senegalese sentry. Seeing
himself surrounded by the tirailleurs, he trembles with his whole
being. Poor fellows, had you not foreseen this movement just as
you had counted on the gold of a glorious victory? The blacks
whom you considered savages have taken you in this war, but
instead of snuffing out your life they kept you as a prisoner.
May your fear not prevent you from proclaiming in your land
tomorrow, after the battle, the sentiments of justice inspiring them,
~'hich will restore their reputation among the races of mankind,
savages all.
Force-Bonte CF. Rieder & Cie., Paris, 1926)

You used to be called Bimbircokak
And all'lvas well then
But you became Victor-Emile-Louis Henri-Joseph
And bought us a dinner service

@UU@ ~@1W
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I was your -wife
Y ou v)anted to make a lady out of me
We used to eat together
You put a table between us

To Marcel Bebey-Eyidi Jr.

One day you will learn
that you have a black skin and white teeth
and white-palmed hands
and a pink tongue
and hair as curled
as the lianae of the virgin forest.

Say nothing.
But if ever you learn
that you have red blood in your veins,
then burst out laughing,
clap your hands
and pretend to be mad with joy
at this unexpected news.
After that moment of feigned exhilaration
take on a serious expression again
and ask them all around:
Red blood in my veins,
is that sufficient proof for you
to take rne for a man?
My father's goat, too,
has red blood in its veins.

And then tell them you don't give a damn.
For you know they've completely missed the point
of the joke of creation,
which gave red blood to animals and to man
but forgot altogether to give
your father's goat a human head.

Live and work.
Then you'll be a man.

FRANCIS BEBEY

Presence Africaine, No. 57, 1966, p. 13.

Calabash and ladle
Gourd and cous-cous
Disappeared from the oral menu
Which you dictated condescendingly
You drove home the point that we were modern

Hot hot hot is lhe sun
Here in the Tropics
But your tie is forever tied
Around your neck though it may choke you

And since you start sulking when I point this out to you
Don't let's talk about it but please
Look at me
H ou' do you find me

We eat grapes cornflakes drink pasteurized milk
All imported goods
And eat little
It's not your fault

You used to be called Bimbircokak
And all was well then
But you became Victor-Emile-Louis Henri-Joseph
Which
As far as I can see
Does not mean we're related
To Rockefellow
(Excuse my ignorance I don't know anything about finance
Orh~h~m~hematicr)

But you see Bimbircokak
It's your fault
If instead of being under-developed
I am now underfed.

OUOLOGUEM YAMBO

Presence Africaine, No. 57, 1966, p.95.
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all Katangese except the Baluba se1.J1Jeu (0

support it, because it had outside backing, while
the referendum in the mandated territory of tlle
Cameroons drew one section to the present
state of the C-ameroons and the 'Other to
Nigeria. But both of these were foregone con
clusions. What about the case of the split
tribe - The Ewe, the Somali, the Chewa,
and others - and what about the tribe which
does not fit in - the Baganda, the Watussi,
the Ibo? Any discussion of borders involves
the touchy subject of tribalism.

There is no 'set answer. All the answers will
be set out according to the disposition of
power. The Som'ali in the North-Eastern Prov
ince of Kenya are now being coerced into
living in government villages as a result of
Shifta activity: the Sudanese Kakwa and Achole
have large parts of their numbers exiled in
United N'ations refugee camps in Uganda. But
in case you had forgotten the official interna
tional recipe, here it is from the official com
munique of the 1966 meeting of the Common
wealth Prime Ministers: "There wa s danger of
an escalation of confHct arising from territorial
claims in Africa, particularly in the Horn, and
they expressed the hope that disputes on changes
in international 'boundaries would be settled by
peaceful means, and outside powers would re
frain from taking steps which could aggravate
the situation in that area." •

Negro
humour

John Henrik Clarke

Except for the beast fables, which are an
ciently derived from the world's multiracial
heritage, and which were truly universal long
before America was discovered or the Chris
tian era began, Am'erican Negro hurnor is
rooted in social oppression. And - 'again ex
cepting the animal fables - it differs from
classical, Western, and white American humor
in other respect. It is totally devoid of 'those
myth-making and myth-transm,itting elements
and symbols that appeal so deeply to the
American mind in the tall-tale tellers such
as Davy Crockett, Seba Smith, Mike Fink,

Laughing on the Outside: the Intelligent White and Mark Twa'in. There are no Rip Van
Reader's Guide to Negro Tales and Humour Winkles, Johnny Appleseeds, Paul Bunyans, or

Edited by Philip Sterling (Grosset and Dun- Calamity J anes - and none bearing the
lap, New York, $3.95) faintest resembl1ance to them - in Negro

American humor."
OF THE MANY interlacing factors that make up It is to Philip Sterling's credit that he made
the collective world of the Black American, every effort to search for new material for this
humour is the best known and the least under- book and also to select some of the best of
stood. The first of many things that one must the old material. The book is arranged to 'show
understand about what is called "Negro Hum- the many varities of "Negro Humour" and
our" is that it is a two-faced coin with an how it is often used as a shield against oppres
ever-present sad dimension. Th~s fact is spelled sion. Neither the editor of this book nor any
out sharply in the following lines taken from of the many contributors to it is of the opinion
an old blues song: that humour has helped :to destroy oppression.

You see me laughin' The AJro-American's particular sense of humour
I'm laughin' just to has helped him to survive in spite of oppres-
Keep from cryin'. sion.
To the black American, humour has 'been In collecting material 'for this book, Philip

many different things, depending on time, need Sterling travelled North and South, through
and circumstances. It has been concurrently farm regions and industrial centres, ~nto small
an outlet for deep frustration, an emotional towns and city slums. The results of his journeys,
crutch and a survival tactic. "Negro Humour" extending over ten years, and his 'careful re
and its philosophical shadings have helped to search and editing can be seen and enjoyed
save the black American's sanity under oppres- in this unique an'thology which brings together
sion. For this reason any book on the subject a wealth of material from obscure and long
that is worth serious attention must be more forgotten sources and some of 'the best of the
serious than humorous. already well-known writings on the subject.

In his introduction to this book, Saunders Saunders Redding's comment on the book shows
Redding has said: the niature of its achievement.

To declare th'at American Negro humor "While the end is laughter," he writes, et its
is different is to state a quite obvious, though means are subtlety and wisdom - the wisdom
generally ignored, fact. But how is it differ- of a people who know that ~ laughter may serve
ent? And from what is it different? . . . as many souls as prayer'." •

is tying up large portions of the anny. Mr. Hen
derson summarises these suggestions - economic
development, a national mystique, the selection
of "'Congenial" men to serve in the South, an
educating of northern opinion out of ideas of
racial superiority - but is far too discreet
to say whether these are his own views as
well. This discretion, admirable in what is a
textbook survey of the Sudan as a na1tion, de
tracts from the book's use as a guide to the
solution of a political problem. He has cata
logued and summarised, but more than that de
mands the 'approach of Lord Lytton.

So back to Lord Lytton. "The political
unities continued in Africa by Europe were
strong as long 'as Europe remained. They are
fragile on the morning of Europe's departure,
and the strong focus of unity which brought
them into being is replaced by a negative focus
which subsists only by denouncing what has
already gone and it is therefore unstable." Which
means, I think, that pre-independence national
ism has not been replaced by any lasting
cohesive force. Some of this is true, but cer
ta,inly Lord Lytton will touch many nerve
centres when he discusses the struggle between
the seeking of self-detennination and the pre
servation of territorial integrity.

IN THIS STRUGGLE there are a few test cases for
Africa. Kartangese secession was denied, although

The stolen
desert

A QUIETER STUDY, also by a m'an with long ex
perience df his subject, is K. D. D. Henderson's
Sudan Republic. And the Sudan also has its
form 'of Iborder-cum-nation probi'em. What will
be done about the South? The three Southern
provinces - Bahr-el-Ghazal, Upper Nile 3nd
Equatoria - are predominantly nilotic and ne
groid compared with the Arab northerners. The
Sudan is ,a member of the Arab League, an
organisation 'with aims that taUract Httle 'sym
pathy in the South, where Christian missionary
influence was formerly strong.

The present Prime Minister, Sayed Sadiq el
Mahdi, has written in -book fonn his suggested
solution to the bloodshed that has taken place
in the South, where the Anya Nya movement

The Stolen Desert: A Study of Uhuru in North
East Africa by the Earl of Lytton (M,acdonaId,

London)
Sudan Republic by K. D. D. Henderson (Ernest

Benn Ltd: Nations of the Modern World
Series, London)

Charles Oliver

ON THE SOMALI flag there is a five-pointed star,
symbolising the fonner territories of British
and Italian Somaliland, Djibouti, the Ogaden in
Ethiopia and the North-Eastern Province of
Kenya. Of these regions, the first two comprise
the present state of Somalia, the llatter three
are the target of Somali foreign policy, and the
whole complex makes up the Horn of Africa
with ,an estimated population of just under four
milLion persons.

Lord Lytton is unashamedly on the side of
the Somali govern,ment and its extra-territorial
ambitions. He argues that the Somalis "had
been for centuries one nation, professing one
religion, speaking one language and pursuing a
single pattern of pastoral nomadic culture when
the Europeans arrived and carved them up."
In support of his argument he reoalls the
Atlantic Charter, indulges in some exegesis of
the Book of Genesis, uses the polemics of cer
tain African nationalists against themselves, be
rates the Ethiopians and defines what he con
siders are more suitable boundaries for Somalia's'
neighbours.

Certainly the subject matter is important,
not only in general for African border disputes as
a whole, but also topically with reference to
Djibouti 'and the aifter-effects of General de
Gaulle's recent visit there. But Lord Lytton
has not pruned his material well enough. Too
much extraneous ma~ter has been introduced for
the single-mindedness required of a polemic,
for we are detoured into life in the White
Highl'ands, into the cure for thermonuclear
destruction, and even into lan omnibus reckoning
of Africa's post-Uhuru ills. Wherever Lord.
Lytton has been, we go wilth him. The trouble
is that he flits about.
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Agents
to victims

Tony VOSS

The Pact by lames Ambrose Brown (putnam's,
New York)

lAMES AMBROSE BROWN'S novel aims to be
more than a thriller with a South African set
ting. It tells the story of Christopher Murray,
a white South African of typical, almost
archetypal descent - Scots and Dutch. Having
witnessed the murder of his family bya Poqo
gang while on a caravan holiday, Murray a
year later sets out to assassinate the South
A'frican Black Nationalist leader Makofane, who

RE-VIEW5-2
Nearer
the clash

The Clash of Colour; A study in the Problem
of Race by Basil Marrhews (Christian Endeav
our, London, 1924)

U THE BLACK WILL never understand the white,
nor the white the black ... ": Basil Matthews
opens his 176-page book with this memorable
quotation from Jack London.

I h'ave just re-read Matthews's essay and
want to record, and perhaps convey, some of
the feelings of exoitement and respect which this
little piece df prophecy has induced in me.

Though it was writ'ten 42 years ago, Matt
hew's ess·ay - a little piece of prophecy 
can still arouse feeling of excitement and re
spect. In its essentials it is quite up-to-date:
only the recommendation and conclusion are
obsolete.

Matthews was a christian missionary who had

The second' in an occasional series of re
appraisals of books On Africa.

is in exile in Basutoland.
By a strange fute, whose contrivance is not

disturbing, Murray is himself an assassin's
target. Jonathan Nkosi, a young African school
teacher, becomes a member of Makofane's under-.
ground revolutionary group after his father is
killed at Sharpeville. His first assignment is to
kill Murray: and when the white man sets out
for Basutoland, where Makdfane has called
a meeting of underground leaders, Nkosi is on
his 'tail.

Chances of various kinds bring the two men
together and Brown shows the change in their
relationship as they share successive dangers.
There is a pattern of withdrawal and approach
through which the two men move in the chang
ing circumstances of their exile. In the end
they are victims rather than agents. Brown has
rooted his story in recent South African history.
Yet the achievement of the novel lies in its
evocation of the physical setting and its isola
tion of the two central characters 'as individuals,
rather than in hs grasp of the vast complexity
of the political-personal situation. The attempt
to fuse the sense of group with that of individu-"
al destiny does not 'seem to me to succeed.
For example, early in the journey, Murray
meets members of his wife's fiamily:

" In everything Oom Gert said was the in
dignation of a people who had subdued a land
and believed that they loved it more than the

served in Asia. He no longer thought as a
European and he understood that Europe's con
quest of the world, over five countries, is the
detenninant of the world of today.

According to his calculations, at the time he
wrote, the habitable surface of the globe amount
ed to 53 million square miles. Of 'this total
" 47 million squ'are miles are under white
dominance." With the hindsight now available
it is quite clear that China's three million square
miles were then under semi-colonial dominance
and Matthews's total of the dominated area
must therefore be increased to 50 minion 'square
miles.

He realised that the racism which the Euro
peans had invented would prdbably lead to "a
clash of colour" and that "of the world prob
lems the greatest, the most momentous on every
ground is ... the race problem."

IT IS A PITY THAT Manhews accepted the con
cept of race as a thing in itself, 'and as a
reality, 'and that he did not tell his re-aders
that the word itself is of unknown origin, first
recorded as having been used in Italy in the
14th century. Without respectability, the word
and concept were ruthlessly used as a unifonn
to distinquish conquerors from conquered, as
the Europeans (calling themselves "christians ")
sallied forth in five centuries of looting and
conquest against the AustraLian, American, Afri
can and Asian native peoples.

With remarkable pres'cience Matthews foresaw
(and named) television and mass air-travel and
the contribution they would m'ake to the sharpen
ing of rateist attitudes. He also predicted a'ccu
rately the dangers whlch their own deep
rooted racism held for the Europeans them
selves. He spoke of the empty lands held by
the whdtes and asked "what can stop the
swamping of the minority of whites by the tidal
waves of Asia's millions?"

South Africa's racism figures as the pOtential
casus belli: "It is when you get down to
the treatment of Indians in, say, South Africa,
that the battle-royal begins. And that is where

aborigines who for seasons before the white
man came had moved over the land like
locusts and knew nothing of the deep sense
of possession which grows, genera'tion by
generation, in the hearts of husbandmen.

"What could weavers of grass huts know of
the enduring love that grew about buildings of
stone and polished timber ... today the huts
were green and tomorrow the rain rotted and
the fire destroyed.

"There would be nagmaal tomorrow. He
was strongly tempted to stay for the old
fashioned communion service ... the cars,
the wagons and scotch carts round the church.
He yearned toward this feast of the God of ,his
people . . . the blood of 1esus Christ . . .
the atonement ... the sacrifice.
(The passage shows up a rather irritating

trait of Brown's style - the elliptical succes
sions of images aimed at evocation - these too
often read like advertising copy.)

If the novel is read as a comment on the
South African scene, its conclusions are grim.
Nkosi, the noir engage, and Murray, the blanc
derange, eventually find common ground, yet
they both fall victim to the violence of larger
groups and more rabid individuals - the rebel
leaders and their white English adviser.

The Pact is a workmanlike exotic thriller.
Brown's mentor is Hammond Innes rather than,
say, Conrad. •

it centred in the (Imperial) conference of
1923." At t1hat conference Sir Tej Bahadur
Sapru clashed with Smuts 'and their viewpoints
are given verbatim.

It is when Matthews comes to make his re
commendations that he goes off the rails. Yet
this very failure is illuminating, ~nd much light
is thereby thrown on christianity.

AN INTER-RACIAL football match which he had
observed at the American College at Beirut
inspired him with the ideal of an international
team of young christians. He believed that the
various christian universities and colleges in
Asia and Africa (mentioning many including
South Africa's Tigerldoof and Lovedale) held
the key to the world's future.

No doubt these colleges have made a great
contribution in the educational field, 'but in ~ll

cases their christianity has withered under the
hot winds of nationalism. The chimerical picture
of young Chinese, lapanese, African, Turkish
and Indians coming together as christians to
dissolve Europe's racism and to solve the world's
'toughest problem reveals Ma;trhews as blinded
by Europocentrism and by the hypocrisy of
christianity as revealed by 42 years of actual
history.

We who have seen the double face of
christianity in South A'frica, the cardboard
" martyrs" who verbally castigiate apartheid in
Monday's Star, then bar their schools to brown
skinned children on Tuesday, cannot say that
this world failure of christianity is very sur
prising.

Can the church purge itself of this fearful
failure? Eleven o'clock on a Sunday morning
is still, in the United States, the most segregated
moment of the week. Can the white paint be
scraped off the image df Jesus in time?

On the far more important -secular front,
can the Europeans scrape the mental white
paint off themselves in time to avoid a global
white-brown" clash of colour"?

Perhaps in another 42 years the answers to
both these enignms will be visible. • .

MELANCTHON


